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INTRODUCTION".
It is the object of this paper to d^termi^e approximately the.
lorns of the real algebraic plane curves , the equations of which are
trinomials, that is are of the form;
where A, B, and C arp real numbers, n, , n^ , n, , m, , m^ , and ra5 are
positive integers and at least one of the numbers , n^
,
n3 and at
least one of the numbers m,
, ^, m 3 , is zero.
In determining the approximate forms of these curves we will
suppose two curves to ha^e the same form and therefore, for the pur-
pose of this paper, to coincide, if one can hp pro^e + e<i into the
other by a transformation of the form;
x=ax 1
y*by
'
wh*=re a and h are real numbers. Such a transformation consists mere-
ly in stretching the plane of the figure in directions parallel to
the x- and parallel to the y- axis. Two curves will also he concrd-
<~red as having the same form if the equation of one can be obtained
from the equation of the other by first making the pquations homo-
geneous by the introduction of a new variable z and then interchang-
ing- the variables x, y and z. Two curves whose equations can be made
identical in this manner can bp transformed into each other by a
real projec f 1 Tr ^ transformation.
Finally t^.-o curvrs will be considered as hpving the sam^ form,
to the apo-rpo of approximation sought in this pappr, if the approx-
imate curves in the neighborhood of the singular points have the
same form, and if the curves intersect the axes and the line at in-
finity in the samn points. It will be sern herppfter that if the
above data arp the swp for two curves, then the forms of the two

curves will closely resemble on^ sno^Vr.
To determine the behavior of the curves under consideration,
especially in the neighborhood of the axes and the line at infinity,
the well Ttnov/n theory of the analytic polygon will he employed. 4
In an auxiliary figure let each term of a
complete equation of th^ same degree the
given equation hp represented by a point
whose coordinate a are the exponents of
x and y in that term. If the degree of the of the equation is n, let
H and M be the points whose coordinates are (n,o) and fo,n) respect-
ively. Then OMl is called the analytic triangle. Mark hy small cir-
cles the r>oints representing terms actually appearing in the given
equation.
Draw every line which passes through two or more circled points
and has all the remaining circled points on one sid^ of it. The
polygon thus formed is called the analytic polygon. Then the terms
corresponding to the circled points on any one of these lines which
separates the other points from determine a form of the curve at
the origin. Those on C S and H determine the intersections of the
curv° with the x- and the y- axis respectively. Those on a line sep-
arating the other points from 8 determine a form of the curves at
infinity on the x- axis and those separating from M determine a form
at infinity on the y- axis. Those on 3S 3T determine the intersections
with the line at infinity, that is, the directions of the asymptotes.
Th^ linear factors of these terms give the equations of the asympto-
tes except for the constant term.*
Wieleitner: Therorie der ebenen algehraischen Kurven hoherer
Ordnung. pp.83 and following.
Johnson: Curve Tracing pp. 42 and following.
f Johnson: Curve Tracing in Cartesian Coordinates pp. 12.

Since the equations of the curves under consideration are tri-
nomials, the analytic polygon for any one of these curves is a tri-
angle. The case where this triangle degenerates into a straight line
nay he excluded, since, in this case, the equation of the curve can
he factored.
For, if the equation is,
Ax y 4. 3* y + Cx y =0
and the three points (n,
,
m, } , fn ? , m z } and fn 3 , m3 ) are on a
straight line we have:
a n,+-b m, = c
a nj+h mi = c (1)
a n
3
+ b m5 = c
wher^ a, h and c are rational and integral. That they are rational
is readily seen as follows: From th*> theory of determinants
a = k( m 3 - mx )
b = kfa*- n3 )
c = k( n^n3 - n3 m4 )
The qualities in parenthesis are integers h^noe if one of the nun-
hero a, h or c contained an irrational factor it would have to be
in k. But if there had b^en such a factor we would have divided equa
tions (1) through by k thus leaving the coefficients rational and
integral. If we substitute 5 = x^ andy = y* in the equation of the
curve it becomes-.
n
This is a homogeneous binary form inj and Yj with integer exponents.
It may therefore be written in the form; *
(6 JM -fil+Wh*
Hence the gi^en curve having a trinomial equation degenerates into
a set of curves each having a binomial equation of the form of:
3.

(if) xf= M),'
These curves will "be excluded from our discussion. The analytic
polygon must therefore be a triangle.
^he various positions of the three circled points on the trian-
gle H N give rise to a number of different cases which, in dis-
cussing the forms of these curves, must be considered separately.
Case I. All three vertices of the analytic triangle are circled
The equation is then (Si
Axl-fc By ± C =
6-
Case II. Two vertices and a point on *"br> side opposite one of
them are circled:
Ax £ 3y ± Cx =
Case III, Two vertices and a point inside the triangle are cir-
cled :
Ax± By i Cx y* =
Case TV. One vertex is circled and two points on the opposite
side
Aj^y ± 3xV± C =
Case V. One vertex, a point on the opposite sirie and a point
on an adjacent side are circled:
AxV^Bx'i-
& G
Case VI. One vertex, a point on the opposite side and a point
inside the triangle are circled:
Ax j% Bx y ± C -
4.

Case Til. No vertex, but one point on each side is circled:
By making the equation of the curve homogeneous and then inter-
changing- the homogeneous coordinates x, y and ?. the cases arising
from the other positions of the analytic polygon can he reduced to
onp of these seven. For example consider the case where the analytic
polygon "becomes:
.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _
The equation of the curve is,
Ax^Bx y + C »
Making the equation homogeneous it hecomrs,
Interchanging* y and z and then making the equation non-horaogeneous
hy putting z = l we ohtain:
Ax+c/t-V-
which is the same as case II.
In a similar manner it may he shown that each of the other
cases reduces to one of the above seven cases.
The above seven equations will come out of the following tv;o
by making some of the exponents zero.
Axfi4BAV <»'!
A'x*y± 3'xV±C* |fj
in which A, B
,
C, A', B', and C are positive.
The coefficients A, B, C, A', B 1 , C can all be reduced to
unity by the transformation,
x = ax ' •
y - by'
Equation '2' becomes by this transformation and after dropping
Primes: Aa^tfVy* 3a"x£ Cb& ys = (2')
5.

If the coefficients ars to br equal we have
Aa d
» 1
3a
= 1
vrora n-hioh
C
As" C
Raising "both of the first of these equations to the s rower and
both members of the second to the fm - s) power we obtain:
b
5
=
^a
f C \s Jr"^ / Ba* ^ _s>
Equating these two values of b
,S-_ / Ba"'^*' 5
'
/ C V
Solving- for a:
Q —
An
Solving for b in like manner:
The °Tfonent frm-f-ns - rs^ cannot be zero for its vanishing is the
condition that the three points (n, m) 'o, s) and (r, o) in the
analytic triangle be on a straight line. This is readily shown:
n m 1
o s 1 = ns«f rn - rs
r o 1
Hence since A, 3 and C arc positive and different from zero,
the above equations can he solved in real numbers for a and b.
Substituting in (£'} the values so found for a and b and dividing
by a finite constant the equation becomes
Mr HP' A> S r\x y ds x ± y =
fo.
let equation (3) be divided through by C and A and 3 written
T1" and aB
We then have,
respectively.
Ax*y3L^V=fcl *

"*ith the sam* transformation as before the equation becomes, after
dropping primes
:
Aa1 b x yiBa b x y± 1 =
We must then have
Aa^lT = 1
f3' )
BriV = 1
Solving for a and b
a B
/HI
Afrain the exponent fns - rar) cannot be zero for its vanishing is the
condition that the two points (n, m) and (r, s) be in a line with
the origin, sine©:
n m 1
r s 1
o o 1
T
!r nce, since A and 3 are positive and finite, the above equation
can be solved for a and b in real finite numbers. Substituting: these
values for a and b in (2*) the equation becomes;
^e shall, therefore, always supposp that the coefficients are plus
or minus one.
We will now prove that the locus of a trinomial equation such
as we are considering can have no double points except at the origin
*md at the points where the x- and y- nxos intersect the line at
infinity.
The coordinates of a double point, when the equation is written
homogeneously, Blast satisfy the threr partial differential equations:
41,0
,
41, . , 1
It has been shown that the coefficients con be reduced to unity.
# Salmon: Higher flane Curves, third edition, Art. 69.
7.

m
e will suppose ^his done and Frit'- equation (Z) in th^ fo~ losing
form:
^4^sys =
where A and 3 are plus or minus one.
To show that the theorem holds in case write the equat-
ion of the enrve homogeneously. It "becomes:
xV* Ax"i^^B/
Th^ three partial differential equations are then:
- nx^'y^ Arx^'a^"^ o (4)
= mx-y^BSvs-' Z^"S= (5)
H = A (n-nn - r) xV^Wn+tt-8] y5 z^'S = f6
If a point on one axis satisfies these equations it must also he on
another axis. For if x = then equation «4) is satisfied but in
order to satisfy '5) and (6), y or b must he zero. If y • then
^5) is satisfied hut x or z must hp r:ero to satisfy (4) and '6).
If z * th^n (6] is satisfied hut x or y must he zero to satisfy
'4} anri (5). For the consideration of points not on any of the three
axes let the equations he divided through by x , y and E
respectively. They then become:
nx^y^- Arz^^O (7)
nX^y^Bs/1^- (8)
A(n+m-r Jx^Bfn-Ku-sjy 5 Lo (9<
Since none of the exponents n, m, r and s are zero:
From (7} x^=
"A1
^
yrom (9) x" « -B(n+m- B )yfr
Af n+m-r )
8.

HTultiplying these together:
^_ Br (n+m - sjy^V^" 8
x =
nfn m-r]
Equating this to the value of x obtained from equation (6; we have
n(n+m-r) m y ,m s
or r f n +- m - s ) 3
n(n m-r) m
Since the letters in this equation pre all positive integers
and r<n-f-r.>s the left side is positive and the right side ne-
gative which is impossible. This proves the theorem for Case III,
For Case II which comes from the above when s = n, ffl = and
n>r, equations (4), (5) and (b) become:
= n X
-f A r X Z =0
» B s y
s_/
=
= A (n - r) xV^~ y =IF
The curve cannot therefore, in this case, have a node except at the
origin or at the point at infinity on the x- axis.
To show that the theorem holds in oases I, IY, V and VI we may
write the equation of the curve in the form:
xV+AxVf 3 =
and making it homogeneous:
Forming the three partial differ en tial equations:
=nx^4Arx-V z^^= fl0)
9.

If x equations (10) and til] are satisfied but for (It) to "be
satisfied z rust also "he r,pro. If g - equation (12} is satisfied
"but for (10) and (11) to "be satisfied either x or y must be zero.
w*nQ*, if a point en one axis satisfies thesp equations it must also
be on another axis, therefore at the intersection of the two.
For the consideration of a point on neither axis let the three
equations he divided through by x^y 5
,
s^y**' and Z/W+/>M
~A/ s
' respect-
ively which gives:
n x*-f~-4-A r Z
^'N
'K o (12)
B x^^A s 2^-""*= (14)
A(ttfB-r-s) xV^fn+ra! z^+S = (15)
tfrorc (13) and (14) since x, y, z and A are finite
n r
m s
This is the condition that the points (n, ra) and (r, s) be collin-
ear with the origin. 3ut the origin is a circled point, hence this
is the condition that the circled points be collinear, which is im-
possible since we have excluded such cases. This proves the theorem
for cssps I, IV , V and YI. Case 112 must be considered alone.
Its equation is;
x*+A y'+B xV= n> (r+sj>l
Vriting it homogeneously:
=
Si- - 3 (n-r-s) ^yS sA.^5-l = Q7^
10.

To satisfy the third of these equations, nnp of the variables x, y
or z must he zero. If x = then in crder for the second equation
to hr satisfied y must equal zero, and if y = or z = it fol-
lows from the first equation that x = . This proves the theorem
for ease III.
There can be no isolated circuits of these curves which lie
entirely in the finite part of the plane
and do not intersect the sxis. For sup-
pose such a circuit to exist. Two tan-
gents could he drawn to it through the
origin. Let the equation he written homo-
geneously and let one of the variables,
? say, occur in only one term. We then
have
;
f fx, y, z) = x~VtfA li^ + Cxty1 **'*
The equation of a tangent at a point fx
; ,
y
;
,
z,, ) on the curve is:
#x + #y +IL z = f
If this is to pass through the origin we have:
Since neither C nor ^ is zero, either, x
, y , or z must he zero;
that is the point of tanpen cy must he on one of the lines x 0,
y = or 7. m which is contrary to the hypothesis that the circuit
does not cross either of these lin^s. "'his proves the theorem for
all cases in which one variable is lacking from two terms; that is
for all cases in which in the analytic triangle two circled points
are on the same side of the triangle. These are the first five cases.
§ Salmon: Higher Plane Curves, third edition, Art. 64.
" 11.

For eases TI and Til ire proceed as follows:
By in^erchanp-in^ y and z in case TI it is seen that the equation of
the curve can in "both cas^s be written in the form:
x*y"+Ax^V =0 f!6
If the curve has a closed branch which is entirely in the fin-
ite psrt of the plan** and doos not touch or cross either axis, then
it is possible *"o draw two tangents to it parallel
to the x- axis. The points of tan^ency must satis-
fy thp relation:
and since x is not zero we may write
nx^y^-z-Ar =
Multiply '16) by r and fl?) by x and subtract.
(17)
Cis)
nx'WArx =
(r-n)x^y^ +Bir/ = (19)
If (r-n) = we obtain since B / 0, »y 0, y = which is contrary
to hypothesis.
Suppose r - n / 0. Then since y is not zero we can divide by y ff and
solving for y"*~ have
B rv
Raising both members of this equation to the ra power:
p r
From '18)
to the (ra - a) pow^r:
( n-r )x
-A r
(20)
n x
a^d raising both mecbers
(21)
12.

Equating the two Talues of j^*®"" frora equations r.20) and (2,1) and
solving for x ire obtain:
*A r ' n - r
Solving for y in like manner we obtain:
y
r-n )A
TTe have already seen that the exponent rar+ ns - rs is not zero.
If it is odd, there is only one real point in the plane; and if* is
fvpti there is at most one real point in any one quadrant of the
plane, for which ~ ®" there were a finite circuit lying
entirely in any one quadrant, there would he at least two points in
that quadrant ior which
~r^" 0. Hence, there exists no such cir-
cu 3 1
.
This proves the theorem for eases YI and Tr Il. The theorem is,
therefore, true in all cases.
It is easily seen that these curves cannot intersect a line
parallel to on^ of the axes, or a line through the origin in more
than two points in any one qnadrant. ^or let one variable, y say,
hp given a constant value. ~*e th^n have a trinomial equation in x.
According to ""lescartes rule of signs this equation can have no more
positive roots than there are changes of sign and no more negative
roots than th^re are ehanges of sign when -x is substituted for x.
?ince the equation is trinomial ^her^ can be at most two changes of
tiign, hence not more than two roots of the same sign and therefore
not more than two intersections in one quadrant. For the consider-
ation of a line through the origin let the equation be written in
polar coordinates. For a given value oi ^ we then have a trinomial
in f which can have, at most, two positive and two negative roots,
13.

h^nce at most two intersections in any one quadrant.
In discussing the forms of these curves we shall use primes
to denote the nurnh^r and distribution of negative signs. ";e will use
a single prim*" when the last term is negative, a double prime when
the rvrldle term is n^gati^e and three primes when ^he last two terms
are n^ative. 7or example:
Case I is
pase I'iH
Case I
'
1 is
Case I * » • is

CASS i. ^
There will two suh-ease.s a find "b aonord-
inp- as n in even or odd
I*
x^-t y
M
+ 1 = n, even
This is clearly imaginary
It
x
M 4-y/w #l * € n, odd
The curve intersects the x-axis at x = - 1 and the y-axis at
y * - 1 and at no other points.
There is an asymptote whose equation is given except for the
constant terrc, "by the linear factor of sc^-l-y^.
""o obtain the constant terrc let the equation of the curve he written
x
-f y = _ - 1
y*. x^'vt +vm
As a point mo^es out on the curve and approaches this asymptote, its
coordinates x = y = <=o and ~y— * -1. Hence the equation of the
asymptote is;
x
-f- v =
-1
X* -X ^-' y + y/"
=
x= o°
,
y* «=°
_ - -l
The asymptote dors not cut the curve in any finite point, for elim-
enating y between the two equations ^e have:
x'-M-x f +1=0
or since n is odd 1-0
Aline parallel to either axis can fee cut the curve in hut onr real
point. For the equation may be written 7
M
= 1 - x
vi
TOT

and for any £iven value of x thpre is hut
one rral value of y, sinop there is hut
one real odd root of a number. Hence wp
conc^udp, since the curve is continuous,
that it has approximately the form shown
on the right.
T '
1 /OJ
\\\\
\\
\
N
i \
*
n, r>vnr\1=0
""hp curve intersects the x-axis at x *±1 and the y-axis at y= ±\
It is symmetrical with resppct to hoth axes and is a circle when
n * 2,
Waiting f hp equation in the form:
m 1 - x"
wp spp that it is imaginary for |x| y 1 and a"1 so for |yjj ^ 1. As n
is madP larger and larger thp curve
approaches the form of a square.
Efence wp conclude that the curvp
has approximately the accompany-
ing- form:
1%
1=0 n, odd
This is rpduc«=d to Case T in which all the coefficients have the
samp sign hy the transformation:
x = - x y = - y
T 1 '
A3J
M
- y^-H 1=0 n , even
This curvp intersects the y-axis at y = i:l but does not cut the
x-9xis at all.
16.

Since the terms x"1 - y*1 con f ain two real linear factors th^re are
two asymptotes whose constant terms we will find by the same method
as before
. The equations of the asymptotes will be therefore:
x + y
» a
7
*
-f-y -
x - y =
x=
* 1
- i
- x
- i
x - y =
Neither of these cut the eurv^ in finite points for eliminating y
betv/een the curve and the asmyptote we have in either case:
_ =
1=0
Thp curve is symmetrical with respect to both axes. If n^2 it is
the ordinary hyperbola. For n>2 it falls between the hyperbola
i
x
5-
- y
a
-f- 1^0 and its asymptotes.
Hence we eonoTuae that the curve has approximately the following
form:
- y*+ 1=0 n, odd
17.

This is ch^nf-d to I£ where all the coefficients are positive "by
the transformation y « - y.
It ? t
x^ _ y^1 _ 1 = n, even
This is changed to I ^ by the transformation
x = y
y = x
jy -
- y" - 1 « n, odd
^his is changed to 1^. "by the transformation
X - - X
18.

Case II
'± x - n > r
There will "hp four different oases accord-
ing' as the exponents are evpn or odd.
a ) n , r even
T>5
C;
n even, r odd
n odd, r even
n, r odd
II rf/
x'"-t y x" =iM+ "
The curve is imaginary
n, r even
IlJ-
x'Vy'Vx^ n pvpii, r odd
The cur^e intersects the x-axis at the origin and at x = - 1
AJ
The form at the origin is -?iven hy the two terms y™-t-x - 0.
Writing the equation in the form:
• - I - X « -X [X 4-1 }
3we see that the curve is imaginary for
<]x|<.- 1. it is symmetrical with re-
spect to the x-axis. It does not meet the line at infinity n°r the
y-axis ex cert at the origin. Hence ve
conclude that its form is approximately
as shown in the figure.
II
x'Vrt^= n, odd, r, even
The curve intersects the x-axis at the origin and at x=
The form at the origin is givpn hy the tv;o terms
-1
19.

Ther^ is a rectilinear asymptote which ire will find "by the
ane method bplorp.
x + y = lim. - x
X ~ °°j "jri °o y'M-l _ X ^"^ Tr fV""
'
¥
x + y = n - 1 > r
x
-f y = -1/n n - 1 * r
ireneP there are two forms of the cur-re according as n-1 r
The asymptote x-f-y does not cut
the curve in any finite point except
at the origin, ^e therefore conclude
that its form is approximately as
shown on the right when n-1 > r
To find the intersections of the
asymptote, x
-f y * -1/n, with the curve write the equation of the
curve in the form:
(x+y) [x W - x*-*y+x"- 3 yV .4^']*Wy *
Substituting -1/n for x4-y and remerahering that n - 1 = r we
have;
(-n + 1) X*' 1 - fx*' 3 y»- =
Dividing this equation through by y^*"' , substituting; 8 for x/y and
chan,°-1n ir signs we ohtain:
fn - 1] 2*-'+^- z^"J -f. - 1 - f 1
Transform this to another equation hawing the same roots with oppo-
site signs;
fn - 1 ) * - * - ?. -a -- - -1*0 [a
By Descartes rule of signs equation (2) can have hut one positive
root and it is easily Been that this root is 1. Equation (1) then
has bnt on r negative root - I. A negative value of z = x/y corres-

ponds to an intersection in the second or fourth quadrant and for
x fy = - 1 this intersection is at infinity. Therefore the only finite
intersections are in the third quadrant. To find the number of in-
tersections in this quadrant consider the slope of the tangent;
In following the curve to the left from the origin, the slope of the
dy
curve is downward ior positive values of and upward for negative
values. Since n is odd it follows that the expression outside the
"brackets is positive for points in the third quadrant. Hence the
curve turns up at x = i^ji = 1-1 /n.
Since this is beyond the point
where the asymptote cuts the x-axis
and since the function is single-
valued it follows that there is
hut one intersection of the curve
and asymptote in the third quadrant. Therefore we conclude that the
curve has approximately the form shown.
X
M
+ y'Vx" = (n, r odd)
The only intersections of the curve with the axes are at the origin.
The forra at the origin is given by the two terms
+ * which is the form of a cubical para-
bola. There is one asymptote-
-
xry lim. —_ - =
V
but it does not intersect the curve except at the origin. Hence we
conclude that the curve has approximately the form shown on next
page at the top.
4
(figure for pp.21)
n, r evert
The x-intercepts arp ±1 Form at the origin is given
by the two terms y*1 - x" =
The curve is symmetrical with respect to "both axes
and writing the ' equation in the form:
y* = x*- x"1 - x*U - x^)
we see that it is imaginary for |x| > 1
Hence we conclude that the curve has approxim-
ately the accompanying form.
A
V
x^-ry* -
ll#
*
- n even, r odd
This is changed to 11^ by the transformation x=-x
x'Vy^ - x 717 ^ n odd, r even
This is changed to 11^ by th* transformation x = - x, y= - y.
s'Vy* - x^ = n, r odd
The curve intersects the x-axis at x = ±1
Form at the origin is given by y M - x^ =
mhere is one asymptote: )
r
x + y = lim.
./V
=
82.

which has no finite inters ret ion with the
curv» except at the origin.
TVe therefore conclude that the curve has
approximately the form shown on the right.
II 'Jo
The form at the origin is piven "by -y'+x^ =
n, r even.
There are two asymptotes:
x + y = lir
.
- x'
Xhcc^ho* x^
-
'
- x/
*1
~*y+ -y"»-'
=
/v
=
yi-i
x - y= lira.
.
~ x
Neither asymptote intersects the curve
in finite points except at the origin.
Hence we conclude that the curve has approx-
imately the form shown on the rifl-ht.
y^+x" = n oven, r odd
The x-intercepts are at the origin and at x = -1.
Form at the origin is given by y^ -
There arp two asymptotes:
-V A/
4
xfy = lim.
oe/yzae
-X y4iH
- n - 1 > r
=
-1/n n - 1 =:
-xx -y - lim.
^'rx^+x""' y +y/MH
-4— -1 /
= n - 1> r
=
-1/n n - 1 =r
The two asymptotes x +-y = and x - y = cut the curve at the

origin hut at no oth^r finite points,
je will prove that the line x - y = -1/n cuts the cur^e in no fin-
ite points and from considerations of symmetry it will follow for
x-f y = -1 'n
TCritin^ the equation in the form:
(x - iJfi^'+^y. . _ j*' 1 )+x"«
Substituting -1/n for x-y;
-1/n (Vl "4-^"t3T - +y^-')4-xv= G
Clearing" of fractions, collecting' and dividing through hy y m_/ we
obtain:
f 1 - n)(^)
-Mf } + ..-.+-1=0
This equation has a positive root 1 which corresponds to the inter-
section at infinity.
r'oreover hy Descartes rul^ of signs there can not be more than one
positive root. Hence the only intersection of the curve and asymp-
tote in the first or third quadrant, that is where — is positive
is at infinity. Writing the equation of the curve in the form:
y* a ^ X^X^-fl)
we see that for values of x between and-1 the quanity on the right
is negative, hence y is imaginary. Since that part of the asymptote,
x-y--l/n, Thieh lies in the third quadrant is between and x=-l ;n
it cannot cut the curve in this quadrant.
Hence we conclude that the curve has approximately the follow-
ing forms:
n - 1 > r jl n - 1. r

/VI /VI /y „
x - y r x = n odd r <=ven
This is chanjed to J I// by the transformation y = - y
x"
1
> y'Vx^ =0 n, r odd
This is changed to Il^t by putting y * - y
TTl I III
X ^ _ X^ = n, r pven
The intercepts are x = ±1
vorm at the origin is gi^eu by y^-fx^ = which is imaginary. Hence
the origin is a conjugate point.
There are two asymptotes:
A)
=
7
./n~ I
x - y- lirn. *
x^'fy^ y--
Either of th^se intersect the curve in finite points. Tie conclude
then that the form of tne curve is approximate y as shown on j;he
right.
T T * '
X^ = n even, r odd
This ho comes IX i' by the transformation x = -x
11^'
x^-y^-x^ q n odd,r ovon

This becomes IT by the transformation x = - x
xai& q n, r odd
This becomes II' b2T the transformation y - y

Case III
( n > r+s )
T
"e will divide this into sub-cases a and b
according as n is odd or even and each of these
into four cases according as r and s are odd or even.
a) n is odd
^ r is odd
s is odd
o r even
s pven
2 r odd
s even
a r even
s odd
b) n is even
r is odd
s is odd
r even
s even
r odd
s even
i* even
s odd
x^.y'Vx^y 5 = n,r,s odd.
The only intersections of any of the eurves of case ;
the axes are at the origin.
There are two forms at the origin given by x'Vx'V =
and jr^fxV -
The ourvp has onf asymptote
s
- x yx+ y - lim. .
Y ' «> " " " ~ J
= n - 1> r+s
v
= 1/n n - 1 = r+s s*
If n - 1 > r + s the asymptote x+y = inter-
sects the curve only at the origin.
To find the finite intersections of the
curve with the asymptote, x + y = l/n,
when n-l= r-f-s let the equation be
written in the form;
(xfyKx^'- x^y *r*H )+
=====================

Substitute 1/n for x4y in this equation, divide through "by v /M '/
,
substitute z for x/y and collect.
The result is:
z^-'.^'V^"- -ffn-1 +1 = (2)
Since the curve cannot extend into the first quadrant we are inter-
ested only in the negative roots of this equation, that is, for x
and y of opposite signs. Transforming (2) into another equation
haying the same roots with opposite signs; Vve obtain:
i*"N- %*Z\ - 4-f l-n)z" +1 = C [3]
This equation, by Descartes rule of Signs, can have at most two pos-
itive roots. 3y substitution we find that 1 is a root.
Hsnoe -1 is a root of (2) and this corresponds to an intersection
at infinity. Since (3) has one positive root and the last terra is
positive there must be another positive root. Dividing equation (3)
by x - 1 by Horner s method v.e have:
l2m
"
(
-f-lz^'-H fl-n}s^ Iz^.'.'-.-f-l
1 2 ( s-1
)
s -n+s-Kl
2 3~~ s -n+8+1 -n+s+2
The depressed equation is then:
^'+Ei^8i ,i:*....+Bi* - {n-(B+l)}i^{n-(s*2)}rf£. .-1=0
Since, in this equation, f( 0) = -1 the equation will have a root be-
tween and 1 if;
1 + 8*8 + 8 > 14-2 + 3 + {n - (s + 1}} .
That is, if;
(s / ?.) ( s f 1 ) > ^ -( 3+1) ) (n- sj_
2
s + s > n - 2ns a - n - s
>na"- 2ns - n
or 3\ n-1
2G

If this inequality holds it means that at the point of intersection
of +he curve ant asymptote |^)<1 or (x|<|y| ari fl therefore cor-
responds to an intersection in the second quadrant.
If s / n " 1 then l^-!^ 1 and *ne intersection is in the fourth quad-
rant, hut the enrye can in this case he projected into the other
where a > n-1 by an interchange of x and y. if s= n-1 then 1 is
a double root of equation (a), -1 is a double root of equation (2)
and the only intersections of the curve and asymptote are at infin-
ity.
Hence we conclude that the curve has approximately the follow-
ing forms:
x -f-y + x y = n, odd r,8 even
^orms at the origin are £-iven by x^^-x^ 9 = o
and y"fxV =
There is one asymptote:
XtV = 1 i|B
,
-y y
7v
= ( n - 1 > r + s )
=
-1/n (n - 1 =r+ s)
The asymptote xty = does not intersect the curve at any finite
point except the origin, If n-l-r+s then it can be shown in the

same manner as in 'the previous case that if a > n-1 , the asymptote
x + y * -l/n intersects the curve in a finite point in the fourth
quadrant and if s</n-l the intersection is in the second quadrant.
This latter case, ho^e^er , will he changed to the former if we inter
change x and y. If g = n-1 we can show as in case " T I>2 that there
are no finite intersections in the second or fourth quadrants. If
n-l-r+s these curves, for all values of n, paS3 through the point
f-L -£). The distance of the asymptote from the origin is YTT hence
that part of the curve in the third quadrant always intersects the
asymptote. Hence we conclude that the curve has approximately the
foil ow i rip- forms :
a, r odd , s ^ven
Of the two forms at the origin r^-h x^ys and y*-f- x"ys = the
first is imaginary and the second is like a cubical
parabola.
The asymptote is:
xHry lira. - X V* =
It's only finite intersection with the curve is at
the origin.
\
\ \
\ \\
— a
\
\ \\ S\ \\ \

x
-f~y fxy' « n t s odd, r even
This becomes the samp as Tllfl^ by an interchange of x and y.
j^ +lV = n even, r, s odd
The two lorms at the origin x^+ x^y3 = and \^
y^-f-x^y5 = are like cubical parabolas.
There ar^ no asymptotes.
The curve is symmetrical with respect to the origin.
IHl4
x
/
"+ y'-j-x'V =
The curve in this case is imaginary.
11
1
A
V
n, r, s e^ cn
n, s even r, odd
The forms at the origin x"+xV * and
y^4-xyv'ys = are like the semi -cubical parabola
the ordinary parabola respectively. There are no
asymptotes
.
The curve is symmetrical with respect to the x-axis.
J
. n, r odd, s even
This b^coTUPS the same as Illi-^by an interchange of x and y.
x'Vy'1 - x"y-r/V =0 n, r, s odd
This is changed to Ill^by the transformation x=-x, y=-y.
iilk
n odd r , s even
This is changed to Iliac, by the transformation x=-x, y=-y.

x"-hy" - x^y9 = n, r odd j s even.
The curve is symmetrical with respect to the origin. The two
forms at the origin, xm - x^y5 = and y"1 - x^y5 =
are as shown on the rig-ht.
The cnrvr h**s one asymptote:
L
x 4-v — "Mm.
A- S
x y
%-oo
; ^=* x ' - x y_
no^finite interse
curve except at the origin.
=. o
which has ' ction with the 3
xV = n, s odd^ r even
This hp cones the same as III^ by an interchange of x and y.
x'H+y"
- x
v
y
s
= n even, r,s odd.
This is transformed to Til/, by putting x = - x.
x* ry" - x^y s = 0.
The two forms at the origin x"1 - x vy* =
n, r, s even
and y - x^y 5 = are as shown on the rip*ht.
Thp curve is symmetrical v/ith respect to "both
axes
.
This is transformed to XTl/jby putting x - x.
x^-hy* - x^y8 - n, r evm, s odd
This is transformed to I IlJ^ "by putting x = y, y = - x.
n, s even, r odd
32.

Ill 'J
-co,
This is transformed to in by putting x =
TTI';
x* -
'his is transformed to III by putting y =
III' '
n, r, s, odd
x.
n odd, r, s even
y
.
/T1 n, r odd s even
This is transformed to III by putting y - y.
This is transformed to 111' by putting x •
x*
1
- yM + xMy s =
The curve is symmetrical with respect to the origin.
Forms at the origin x^ + x^y5 = find y^ - x y^ = are
like cubical parabolas.
n, s odd, r even
x
.
n even, r, s odd
There are two asymptotes:
x + y = .lim. —
—
x -y = lim.
- ^y s
/n - a..
_
TT/Vl - I
- X
-
Neither of these intersect the curve
except at the origin. - Teneo v;e
conclude that the curve has approx-
imately the form shown.
v
m
- y"-vxV =
Cf the two forms at the origin xM + t^jf - o
and y*1- y.^y s = the first is imaginary and the
f
/
/
/
' /
/
/
/
n, r, a even

second is as shown on the right;
There are two asymptotes :
/v S
-X V
A
x •+• y = urn.
-x
=
x - y = , lira. =
r
Neither of these intersect the curve except at
the origin. Henoe we may conclude that the
forra is approximately an shown on the right,
111K
M
- y"-+x'y- oM S n , s even, r odd
""he two forms at the origin x^-^-x^y 2 = and
y/yf
_ x ^rr
,s
- o (Hrfi a g shown on the right. There are
tw o asympt otes
:
x
-hy
- x y
=
->
2_
n
x - y= lira.
n - 1 > r +• s
n - 1 = r
-h s
- ys
> tl ^
- n - 1 > r+ s
1
n - 1 =r-f-s
The asymptotes x-j-y = and x - y - intersect the curve
in no finite joints except the origin.
3y the sarae method that was used in case Ilia/, it can he shown
that x-+-y - - 1 ftk has a finite intersection frith the curve in the
second ous a rant if ry , s < Ull and from symmetry it follows
that in this case x - y - - 1/n has a finite intersection in the
third quadrant. If r < 2^1 , 8> *jl and fhor, x +y = _ j ,n ^ &
finite intersection in the fourth quadrant and x - y » - l/n in the
first quadrant. Hence we conclude that the forme are approximately
34

as shown in the following fip-ures.
x - y fx y * a., r pven, s odd
This is changed to III 1/ bj putt.ing x « y, y « - x
Til ' '
'
This beoorces the samp as 111' 1 by an interchange of x and y.

Case IV.
j^/kx^yVl = S n+m - r*i
fte will divide tnis into four sub-caser;; a, b,c
and d according as n and m are pv^n or odd and each
of these into two others according: as r and s are
even or odd.
5)
0^-
a) n, re even
r, <^ven
1 s, nvrn
r , odd
s , odd
c) n, odd, Hi, even
r , odd
p>v»n
r, even
a
s, odd
We shall suppose t?irou£hout that
IV/a/,
b} n even, m oc^d
r , even
1 s, odd
r, odd
s , even
d) n, d odd
r, even
* s , even
r, odd
s, odd
n>r and therefore m<s.
n, m, r, s even
The curve is imaginary
.
n, n pven, r, s odd
/
There are no finite intersections with the axes.
The form at infinity on the x-axis x^y^! = is
imaginary. The form at infinity on the y-axis x vy+l =
is as shown on the right.
There is one asymptote:
x4-y * lira.
-1 ,
It has no finite intersections with the curve.
Sine** the terras arp all of even decree the
curvr la symmetrical with respect to the origin.

n, r cvrn, EB t 8 odd
IY4
/y^AVl = o
Forn at infinity on th* x-axisis given by
j^y^-f-l = and at infinity on th*1 y-axis
by x vy S -*"l = 0. The curve cannot cross the axe
and lies entirely in th<^ third and fourth
quadrants. Hence we conclude that it has ap-
proximately the form indicated.
/jA-^V -kl =0 a, a even, m, r odd
Form at infinity on the x-axis is =
Form at infinity on the y-axis is x^y5 ^! -
These are as snown on the right.
There is an asymptote which by
the same method as he fore v.e
find
.
to "be:
x-f-y -
/
\
It has no finite intersections with the curve.
x^y^x^V+l =0 n, r odd, m, s even
This is transformed to 17$ hy an interchange of x and y.
x^y'Vx^-rl =0 n, s odd, m, r even
Forms at infinity on the x-and y-axes are
given by x^y^l = and x^Vf-l = respectively.
These are as shown on the right.
There is one asymptote which, by the
method used before, is found to be;
x
-f-y = 0.
V
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it does not cut the curve in any iinite point. Hence vr concluue
that the form of the curve ia approximately as indicated.
xYtxV+i = o n , m odd , r , 8 even
xVfxV + 1 =
This is transformed to IV/v, by an interchange of x and jr.
n, m, r, s odd
The axes are the only asymptotes. The
forms at infinity on the X- and y-axis are
given by x^y^l = and x^^+l respectively.
These are as shown on the right.
The curve is symmetrical with respect
to the origin. Hence we conclude that it has
approximately the form indicated.
x y foe y - 1 = n , n , r ,
The axes are the only asymptotes. The forms
at infinity on the x- and y-axis, x"1 y^- 1=0
nd x y - 1 =
are as indicated on the right. The curve is
symmetrical with respect to both axes.
x y x y - 1 =
The form at infinity on the x-axis is given .
by x^/*1 - 1 = and on the y-axis by x^y5 - 1 - 0.
v
'Phase are as shown en th^ ri^ht. There is one
asymptote and by the method used bofore its
equation is easily found to be:
x +y =
It intersects the curve in no finite points.

n, r even, m, s odd
The curve is symmetrical with respect to the origin.
x*/VxV - l = o
This is changed to bj the transformation y = - y
x^y^x^y' - 1=0 n, s evea m, r odd
This is changed to IV 4. "by the transformation x » - x,y = - y
VHh,
x y +x jr - 1 * n, r ood, n, s even
This is changed to IV by t>:e transformation x » - x, y * - y.
1-0 n, s odd, in, r even
This is changed to IVe^by the transformation x * - x, y • - y.
1=0 n, m odd r, s even/VI /rVl /v Sx y +x y
This becomes the same ps IV-^a "by an interchange of x and y.
x'VVx'V- 1=0 . n, m, r, s odd
This is transformed to IV^by putting x = - x.
x^r- xV+1 = o
The form at infinity on the x-axis x y -f-1 =
is imaginary. The form at infinity on the y-axis
x^y 5 -*- 1 * is as shown on the right.
There are two asymptotes which, by the
same method as before, we find to be:
x
-f-y =
x
-y =
Neither of these intersect the curve in finite
39.
n, m, r, s even

points . Henc^ we conclude that the cur.T has approximately the form
indicated
.
x^y^- xV+1 =0 n, m even, r, s odd
This is transformed to IV/t^by putting x - - x.
xy-xy +1 = n, r even, m, s oad
Thp forms at infinity on the x- and y-axes given by x*V-+-l
and xvy
s
- 1=0 respectively are as shown on the
right.
There are two asymptotes, fonnd by
the same method as before to be:
x + y =
x -y -
Neither of these intersect the curve in
finite points. Hence v/e conclude that the
curve has approximately the form indicated
on the right.
A
\
\
\
//
//
< !=*
\
^^^^
5
\V
IVV
x y - x y+1 *
This is changed to VTJrx by putting x - x
n, s even, ra, r odd
afar- x^yVl Q n, r odd, m, s even
This is changed to IV 1 > by the transformation: x = - y, y x.
n, s odd, m, r even
This is changed to IVL by the transformation: x = - y, y x,

* 7 - x y+ 1 = n, m odd, r, s even
This is changed to TV^by the transformation x = y, y * - x .
IV V
xy-xy-H»0 n, m t r, s odd
The forms at infinity on the axes given by lPy^+l = and
Af S
x y - 1 = are as shown on the right.
There are two asymptotes:
x +-y =
x -y - o
Neither of thses intersect the curve in
finite points. The curve is symmetrical
with i-rsppot to the origin.
jy i i i
xy-xy-l=0
\
\
////
/
This becomes the sane as I?" by an interchange of x and y.

Case V.
*VW ±1 *- o
We will divide this into two sub-cases a and b
according as n Is even or odd and each of these into
four other according- as m and r arc even or odd.
a) n even b) n odd
S3 even
r even
a even
P r odd
m odd
'A
*»
J"
pi? p rj
r odd
rn even
r even
IS even
r odd
n odd
rr. o d d
* r odd • r odd
"one of these curves have anj finite intersections with the
y-axis. The slope of the tangent is
dy
_
nx y ±ry.
ux rox^y"1 "'
which is infinite for a point at which the curve crosses the x-axis
unless n = 1. Hence tr^e curve crosses the x-axis at right an^l°s
unless rr = 1. in drawing- the curves we shall suppose that m>l.
1 Oj,
X = C n, m, r even
Phis curve is clearly imaginary.
n, m even, r odd
v^
x^y^^+l -
The curve intersects the x-axis at x = - 1.
The form at infinity on the y-axis x<M y
/
*Vl is
iwapinary, since n and m are even. The fern at infinit;
on the x-axis is given "by x /"y/>Vx'v = or since x is
not zero we may device throuph hv and write y""* _t ,m
4i2.

This has two forms according as n^r. fhey ar<= shown on first pag-e.
fritlag the equation in the form;
/ = -(x-f-1 j
v/e see that lor x> -1 the curve is imaginary. Hence we conclude that
th form is approximately as follows.
n, r even f m odd
The form at infinity on the y-axis is x^y^l = 0. Jhe form at infinity
on the x-axis is xM y"V./= 0. This takes three forms according i. .
W 1
The curve is symmetrical with respect to the y-axis
The curvn intersects the x-axis at x

The form at infinity on the y-axia is given by x'V'Vl = 0, and at
infinity on the x-axis by x^y+Z = 0. The latter form depends upon
whether n ^ r
.
n > r n < r
V
T7e conclude that th^ form of the curve- is approximately as
follows
.
Q > r n < r
x y+x^H = m ( r even, n odd
Ther^ are no finite Intersections with the axes.
The curve is symmetrical with respect to the x-axis
and cannot extend 1 nto the first or fourth quadrants.
The form at infinity on the y-axis is given t>y
xyH-l 0. The form at infinity on the x-axis
ifj^Vx"* ; divides into two cases according as —
n^r. These forms are as shown on the right.
Hence we conclude that the curve has the following forms
n > r n < r
77

x^/Vx^fl =0 n, r odd , m ^vpti
The curve cuts the x-axis at x = - 1. Form at
infinity on the x-axis is x'V'+x^ or fm* - l/*?
Since ra and n-r are e-o-nn this is imaginary, form
at infinity on the y-axis is x^y^l = 0.
"ritin^r the equation in th<~ form:
x
we see that the curve is imaginary for -1 y y > o.
The curve is symmetrical with respect to the x-axis.
Yir3
x^y^x 7"-!-! = m , n odd , r even.
There are no finite intersections with th« axes and the curve
is symmetrical with respect to the origin. Form at infinity on the
y-axis is jiven by xm y"Vl = and at infinity on the x-axis uy
x^y^Vx^ 0. The last form depends uron whether n^r
' n > r n < r
Hence we conclude that the curve has approximately the follow
forms
:
Jr
n > r n < r

x^Wx '+1 = n, m, r odd
The curve intersects the x-axis at x - 1. The form at infinity
on the y-axis is giv^n by x^y'Vl - and at infinity on the x-axis
by xmy
¥
*+-x
/
"~ 0. The latter has three forms according as n^r.
J
n > r n = r n < r
/
When n = r the asymptote y = - 1 does not intersect the curve in any
finite points.
TIence we conclude that the curve has the following lorms
n>r n=r n < r
x"y^x"- 1 = n
,
m, r rvnn
The intercepts ar<- x =±1. The form at infinity on
the x-axis x'V'Vx^ is imaginary. The form at in-
finity on the y-axis is x^y"1*- 1=0 which is as shown
on the right. The curve is symmetrical
with respect to the x-axis and is imag-
inary for|x|>l as is seen by writing
the equation J*
1
- l-x^.
I \
\ f
46
.

n, S3 even, r odd
The x-intercept is x = 1
Til** forms at infinity on the two axes given by x^y^ 1=0 and
l"W x"*- arc as follows;
n > r n < r
The curve is symmetrical with respect to the x-axis and writing
the equation in the form y"*1 * 1 - x* we see that it is imaginary
for x > 1
n < r
^ y -fx -l-o n , r even, m odd
The1 curvp intersects the x-axis at x i 1
The forms at infinity on the x- and y- ax^s given by x^y^+x^ and
x* y - 1 = respectively are as follows.
n > r n = r n<r
M ,
For n - r the asymptote y = - 1 does not intersect the curve in any
finite points. The curve is symmetrical with respect to the y-axis.
47.
V
> r n -= r n < r
n, even, m, r odd
This is changed to fo& fey the transformation x = - x, y = - y
s^y'-fot** 1*0 n odd, m, r even
Tho intercepts are x = -±1
The forms at infinity on the x- and y- axes given by x^y^x =
and x y - 1 - respectively are as follows
I
to tl
(
ie x-axis.The curve is symmetrical with respect
equation in the form ii<m = l-x^ we see that the curve is imaginary
for x > 1. Hence we conclude that the curve has approximately the
following forms.
n > r n < r
46.

Jp^VW- 1-0 n, r odd, m even
This is transformed to V^by putting x = - x.
x'V'Vx^- 1=0 n, m odd, r even
The curve intersects the x-axis at x =±-1
The forms at infinity on the x- and y-axes are given by x'MyAVx
yv
=
and x y -1=0 respectively.
n > r n < r
The curve is syrarnetrical with respect to the origin. i
^ n > r n < r
X^W* 1=0 n, n, r odd
Thin is changed to jjL by putting x = - x.
x*^_ = a, m, r even
Intercepts on the x-axis are x =£1. The fern at infin-
ity on the y-axic x^y 4-1 - is imaginary since n and n are
even. The form at infinity on the x-axis given by x^y***- x *
is as shown on the right. .The cur^ is symmetrical with respect
to both axes, ffriting the equation in the form y^ =. r/vr we see
49.

that the curve is imaginary for (xj<l
n > r n < r
x*V^ x'Vl = a, n even, r odd
This is transformed to V/^ay putting x = - x.
x*
1
^- =0 n, r even, m odr!
This is transformed to "by putting y = - y.
n even, ra, r odd
S?his is transformed to Vay by putting x = - x.
^ x^-t-l a odd, m, r even
This is transformed to V£ by patting x = - x.
x*y^ x"-rl' =
x^y*- x'Vl = n, r odd, m pven
The curve cuts the x-uxis at x = 1
The forms at infinity on the x- and y-ax^s given by xMy
/,
t!rx
/V
= and
»
x^y^Vi - o respectively are. as follows.
n >r n = r n < r
/I
If n = r the asymptotesy =£1 do not intersect the oarve in any fin
ite jcoints. The oarve is symmetrica* with resroct to the x-axis.

n < r
J
\
n , m od d
,
r even
This is changed to y> by putting
V
n, m, r odd
This is changed to y£ by the transformation x = - x, y - - y,
u • ' '
xy-x-l=0 n, I, r oven
The forms at infinity on the x- and y-axes given by x^y""-
ant) a y'"*
1
- 1 - respectively are as follows:
n > r a - r n < r
y
/
points. The curve is symmetrical with respect to both axes.

V V
This beeome-s 7^ by putting x = - x
rr i t I
lV- x^- 1 =
Phis becomes V^-by putting y =
V » '
y - x' - 1 =
This becomes V^by putting y = - y.
This becomes Yj" by putting x - - x.
7 »/• »
x^y**- x*- 1 - d
This becomes 1 by putting x = - :
This becomes by putting y = - y.
J^yM 1 »
This becomes
yfy by putting- y = - ji
n , m even, r odd
n, r even, m odd
a even, ra, r odd
n , odd
,
m, r oven
n , r odd , m even
n
,
m, odd , r even
n, m, r odd

Case VI
X v ±y/ = ( n+m>r+s
)
If the point s) iall's within the triangle
CMPy there will be two forr.e at infinity on the y-axis
and if it falls within the triangle 60 there « ill be two forms at
infinity on the x-axis. Since x and y are aimilaxily involved it is
evidently sufficient to consider only one of these eases. VTe shall
therefore suppose that B. falls in the triangle CKP
;
. Hence it will
follow that -IL-) g_ , n>r and ra'|js.
'Ve will make the following classification aocording as the ex-
ponents are even or odd.
a n ev°n , m p?m
1
b n evrn, m odd
r even
s evrn
3
4
n
r e^en
a odd
r odd
a even
r odd
a odd
odd , m even
r even
s evon
r even
s odd
r odd
s even
r od 3
s odd
3
t
r even
s even
r evpn
s odd
r odd
s fven
r odd
s odd
n odd, n odd
r even
r even
a odd
r odd
s even
r odd
3
s oud
??one of those curves intersect the axes in finite points.
x y -px' yr-f-l =
^he curvp is imaginary.
n, m, r, s even
53.

x^4^y sH - n, m, r even, s odd
The form ?t Infinity on the x-axis, x^y^-fl = ia imaginary,
The form at infinity on the y-axis glvon by x^y^-j-x^y 5 and
x"y 5,t-l = are as shown below.
(
The curvp cannot pxtpirl into the first or ^rcond quadrants. It
is symmetrical with respect to the y-axis. Hence we conclude that
the form is apprcx imatrly ss follows.
X y x y f 1 = n, m, s py p n, r odd
Fore at infinity on the x-axis is imaginary as before. The
forms at infinity on the y-axis given by x^y^x^y^ and xA y'i+
1
are as follows.
=
\
I
)
\
If ID a the asymptote x = - 1 does not intersect the curve in any
finite points. The curve is symmetrical with respect to the x-axis.
54.

x y f-x y + 1 - ° n, ra even, r, s odd
The form at infinity on the x-axis is imaginary. The forme, at
infinity on the y-axis eivon hy x'VVx'V* and x"/-M - are as
follows.
i \
\
I
I
The curve is symmetrical with respect to the origin.
1 VIA
^y^X^JT-f 1 = n, r, s evon, m odd
Thp form at infinity on the X-axis, is given by x^y^l =
Of the two forms at infinity on the y-axis, x'V+l = and x'Wx^Q

the first ia imaginary and the second depends upon whether DQ^s.
m> s /yvl*
I \
The curve is symmetrica] with respect to the y-axis ana lies entire
ly in the third and fourth quadrants. Hence we eoneluo'e that the
form is approximately as follows.
5
3 odd
VIA
/yV/+l = n, r even, n,
The form at infinity on the x-axis is the
samp as in VI/.above. Of the two forms at in-
finity on the y-axis, x^y^x^y9 and x^yVl =
the first is imaginary and the second is
as shown on the right. The curve is sym-
metrical with respect to the y-axis. ~~
Hence we conclude that it has approximately
the accompanying form.
X*V'+xA'y4f 1 =0 • n, s even, m, r odd
"?hr form at infinity on the x-axis is the same as in VT# above
The forms at infinity on the y-axis given by x*y/t|.xyy* and

xV-K ax« as shown below.
\
\ \
We conclude that the curve has approximately the following
forms.
^*y*Wj*+l = n, even, m» r, s odd
The forms at infinity on the two axes given by x*V^*l = 0,
ify^x^y and x*y s 1 = are as follows,
\
If IB = s the asymptote x. =
ite points.
v
s*1< S
I
I
- 1 do^s not intersect the curve in fln-
57.

x y +* y +1 = n n ooo , m, r , a oven
The form at infinity on the x-axls is given by x^y^l » o
Of the two forms at infinity on the y-axis ^Vfl = and
x y -/-x y = C the first is imaginary.
X
\
I
if m » s th» asymptote x = - 1 has no finite intersections with the
curve, ^he curve is symmetrical with respect to the x-axis.
x y -hx ; -l-l = n , s odd , m , r even
The forms at infinity on thr two axes gi^en by x^y^-f-l = 0,
x*yAVx /V = and x^+l = are as follows
[
) V
We conclude that the curve has approximately the following
forms. (See figures on next page)

x y x y 1 = n, r odd, m, s even
The forn at infinity on the y-axis given
t>TT x*y^ x'*'/8 = is imaginary. The other form
gi^en by x^y5-/-! = and the form at infinity
on the x-axis given by x y^l = are as
shov.»n on the right. The curve is symmetrical wi th respect to the
x-axis. iic-nce Ave conclude that it has
approximately the form indicated.
VI Ay
n, r, s odd, is even
The forms at infinity on the tiro axes, given by x^y^-f-l = 0,
x y i^x y -f-] »
jtfWx'V- and x"y*+l are as follows
< S
/
\
I
Hence we conclude that the curve has approximately thn following
forma. (See n^xt page)
59.

/KM > S
Vii,
4- 1 a, a odd, r, s ovpn
•
mhp fo^ra at Infinity on the y-axia given fey x*
y
s
+ ] = o is imag-
inary. The otVr given "by xMy "^f-x^y5 = anil the form at infinity on
the x-axis given by x^y^l = are as shown below. The same form
at infinity on the x-axis goes through the next four cases.
>5
/
The curve is symmetrical with respect to the origin.
x y -f-x y -PI = n, si, b odd, r even
The form at infinity on the x-axis is the sane as in YJ^ above
Thr forms at infinity on the y-axis are give- "by x/"y/"Vx /y - and
60.

+• 1 = 0. _'he first divides into three cases according as iti^s.
\
If m=.s the asymptote x = - 1 has no finite intersections with
the curve. Hence vie conclude that the curve has approximately the
following forms.
/m >s
/w\ — S
x y -pry Jf-l = o n, m, r odd, s even
Form at infinity on the x-axis is the sane as in Vl^above.
Th^ torn at infinity on. the y-axis given ^' x^/fx^ 5 - and
!0 S
x y-f-1 = are as shown below.
Hence we conclude that the curve has two forms approximately
as follows, depending upon whether m^s.
m>5 /m<S

x y tzry fl ^ a, m, r , s odd
The form at infinity on the y-axis given by
y?-/%xA'j* •= is imaginary. The other, given by
x y
5
-/-! = is as shown on the right. The form
at infinity on the x-axis is the same as above
in YZcl/. The curve is symmetrical with respect
to thfi origin. Hence we conclude that it has
approximately the form indicated
.
xWV- 1 = n, m, r,s ev^n
/ \
\ 1
The form at infinity on the y-axis given
by xM y y- x^y - is imaginary. The other form
/if s
x y - 1 = is shown on the right. The form
at infinity on the x-axis, x y""1- 1 - is
also shov*n on the right and this form goes
through the next four cases. The curve i s
symmetrical with respect to both axes, "'e
conclude that its form is approximately
as indicated on the right.
x y -/-x y - 1 = n, m, r.. even, s odd
The two forms at infinity on the y-axis J\
x^y^x^y 5 -^ and x^y 5 - 1 = are as shov.n
on the right. The curve is symmetrical v/ith
respect to the y-axis.
V

xy^ac3r-3 = n, r, 9 even, r odd
The forms at infinity on the y-axis x^j/V x^ys = and
iTtT " 1=0 are as shown below. At infinity on the x-axis the form
is the same as in VIfy ahovo.
AJ s
/
V
If m - s the asymptote x = - 1 does not intersect the curve in fin-
ite points. She eur^e is symmetrical with respect to the x-axis.
fienee we conclude that the form is approximately as follows.
/vn - 5
V3 W4
n , -m even , r , s odd
The forms at infinity on the y-axis are as indicated below, at
infinity on the x-axis the sane as in v Ivanovo.
( \
\
THa curve is symmetrical with respect to the origin. " e conclude

that the f.urvn has approximately the following forms.
x
M f"+:i"/- 1=0 n, r, s ev,n , m odd
Ihe form at infinity on the x-axis is x^y**- 1=0 and this
goes through the next four cases. This together with the fores at
infinity on the y-axi s given by x^y^x^y* and x^y s - 1*0 are
as indicated below.
\/ /
v.
/
The curve is symmetrical with respect to the origin, hence we con
/yy\<5
elude that it has the following forms.
VT '
* y :? - i - o
This becomes th<= same as VJ^ by putting y =
x y y-x y - 1 =
This becomes v I/jby putting1 x = - x, tt - -
n, r even, m, s odd
n, a even, n, r odd

11%
n, rvon, n, r, & odd
This "becomes TlAtm put.ting y = - y.
v 1 ^
x y fry - 1=0 •i, odd, r, s even
The form at infinity on the x-axis is given fey x*y/*- 1=0
and this form .is the same for the next four eases. This together
with the forms at infinity on the y-axisgiven by xVfxV^ and
f y - 1 - are as shown below.
/m>5
/
\
II
if
A
Th^ nurvp Is symmetrical with r<°sp*»ct to the x-axis. T f m =s the
asymptote x = -1 dons not intersect the curve in .finite points.
/A//- i = o n, a odd, m, r rvoa
This is transformed to VI^|hy putting x
*VV*V- 1 =
This is transformed to Yl^hy putting x
VI
x 3T+x y3 - 1 -
n, r one.
,
m, a even
• x
.
n, r, s oddj m even
This is transformed to Vl^by putting x = -
65.

x y x - - 1 = n , m odd , r , s cv^n
the form at infinity on the x-axis .is given fey x^y**- 1=0
and it is the samp for thp next four cases . This and th^ forms at
infinity on the y-axis given by x^r^x^y5 = and x^y5 - 1 = are
as shown "bel^w.
\/
Th° ciirvo is symmetrical with r^sprct to the or 1 fin. L r.icp we con-
clude that tho form is approximately as follows*
x^xV -1=0
This becomes Vl^hy the transformation y =
^yV/- 1 =
This "b^corc^s Tl^oy th^ transformation x =
V ]^
n, re, s odd r oven
• y.
n, m, r odd, s ev°n
• x
.
n, n, r, s odd
This becomes Vl/^by the transformation x = - -/
xy - xytl « n, m, r, s even

The form at infinity on the x-axis given by x"y"i-l = isimag-
inary. The forms at infinity on the y-axis given by x^y""- x"?$ =
and x y
5
- 1—0 are as follows.
\ 1 l\
/ \ M
The asymptotes x = i 1 do not intprsect the curve in finite points
when ra = s. Hence we conclude that the curve has aprroximatr ly the
following forms.
/m> S
x^y""- x^yVl =
This becomes Vl^by the transformation y
x y - x y>l -
This becomes VI/frby the transformation x =
X y - x y+l =
n, m, r even, s odd
n, i, s even, r odd
• x
n, n even, r, s odd
This becomes TTI/tyby the transformation x * ~ y.
This becomes VIJ| the transformation
n, r, s even, m odd
T S —
G7.

VT V
x^y^- x y + 3 = n, r even, s, s odd
?h^ forms at infinity on the axes given by x'VVl = 0, x^y^- x"ys*Q
and x^y s - 7, = arp as follows.
A
/
A
The asymptotes x = Jrl do not intersect the curve in finite points
when m - s. Th^ curve is symmetrical with respect to the y-axis.
Hence we conclude that it has approximately the following forms.
This becomes YlAby putting x = - x.
This becomes VlA,by
rr- x yfl *
putting x = - x.
vr4 .
*V- /y sfl = o
'his becomes Yljb, by patting; x = - x.
'his becomes
H - x yVl =
rutting y •= -y.
n , s . even
,
m, r odd
n, even, m, r, s odd
n, odd, n, r, s event
n , s oe'd
,
m, r eve a
6 8
.

m, 8 even, n, r odd
The form at infinity on the &xpr p-iy^ri "by if * n ^vCVV*- n
and x^y5 - 1 = D arp as follows
^>5
i
/
—i
—
i
i
V i
/
i \ I
when rn = s. The curve is symmetrical with respect to the X-axis.
Kenc c we conclude that it has approximately the following forms.
m > 5 m< S
y ¥*• x^yVl = n, r, a odd, m even
This is changed to Vl^by the transformation y = - y.
*y-xy->-l = CS n , m odd , r
,
This is changed to Vl^fcy the transformation x = - x.
VT «|1
X^y - x y
s
+3 = n, i, s odd,
This is changed to Vl^by the transformation x = - x v
X*y - x^ys
-f-i =0 n, m f r odd, s even
This is changed to VJ^by the transformation x = - x y * - y
even
r even
- y.
69

n, n, r, odd
Ike forms at infinity on the ax<=s given by x^y^+l = 0, x^y^- x"- 5J -
and x y
5
— 1 = are as follows.
VA
1
7 5
|
\ /
/yW - S
!/
\ )
I \ \
If m = s the asymptotes x = £1 do not intersect tho eiirve in finite
points. The curve is symmetrical with respect to the origin.
1 J OJ,
x y - x y - 1 - n, n, r, s evpn
She form at infinity on the y-axds given by x y -f-1 = is imag-
inary. Th^ form at infinity on the x-axis x'V**'- 1*0 and the other
form at infinity on the y-axis x y - ?. y = G are as follows.
/
/
If a x the asymptotes x «sfel do not intersect the curve in finite
points. The curv* is sytt&etrieal with respect to Loth axes.
Hence we concludo that it has approximately the following forms.

JCJ iI. iiiiiii1 y
V T 1 • 1
h
1
i
1
|
\
. \
* #y " * y ~ J - n
,
m
, r evrn, g odd
This brcoraos Yljtby the transformation y *
V T ' » »
n, m , s even, r odd
This bpcomr e vi^by the transformation x = - x.
V T 1 ' •
**y*_ i = n, m even, r, s odd
This hpcomrs Vl^by the transformatIon x = - X.
Al /»vl /l> Cxy-xy.-l* c n
,
r
,
s even, m odd
This becorar a ti
;^
by the transformation y = - y.
VI V '
X V - X Tr - = n, r even
,
' m, odd
This becomes VIJJp.' by the transformation y «.
x y - x y - i = a S even, m. r odd
Thi s becomes Vl^by the transformation y-
viy
'
x y -* x y — 1 n, even, m, r, s odd
This becomes 7I# "by the transformation x - X.
71.

•A. J — .A J — J. — U n
»
i ) u ci , m f r , S e v °n
This laecomes YJ^by the transformation x - - X.
x
/
*v'"- x'V- 1-0 o u u u f
.
, r
This becomrs
^J^Dy transformation x = -
TT T Id/ 1
«w •
« J U Q Q f :n , fc even
This becomes VIV by the transformation x - 5
x'V"- x*ns - ] - ** » J , r > (1 CI j Hi
This becone
8
"^I^hy the transformation y -
7T lit t
- y.
Y v - TT 17 — 1 — n i in ouu. , r , s even
This becomes VJ^, by tke transformation x = - X.
n
»
in, s onu
, r pyon
This becomes ^Ij^by transformation x
VT 'J 1 *
- X.
X^V^- x"v S - 1 ~ n
»
m , r o uQ , s even
This he cones Vl^by the transformation y = - y.
^ * , 3 , a a
This becomes })V tlie trans format: on x = - X.
72.

Case TI2
xr y ix = o s < n+m > r
fe will divide this into the following sub-cases.
n f a even
1
s even
r r-vpn
8
s odd
n even, ra odd
r P Tr rn
t* ^ v n n
2 s odd
'6
r odd
s even
r odd
r odd
S even
^ a odd
b odd, ra ev^n
r oven
x
a rvpn
r even
s odd
r odd
S
a even
r odd
s odd
r odd
4 a odd
n, ra odd
4 r even
s even
r even
2 B odd
- t odd
a even
r odd4
a odd
These sixteen opse can he reduced to six however, by the follow
ing trans formations after the equations have been made homogeneous
by the introduction of a ncv variable z.
V.T.T/.V
"
VI1^ »
tt
»t
tt
tt
n
•t
VI if
'
VIL*B
'
VlUb 1
viU, «
Yll/tif 1
Vll^y'
trans format:ion X v
4. »
- X.
it tt tt v
ti z, y.
»t it ft X 7, y - *, Z m X
tt n It X V
1/ » w
- X
.
tt »» v
m
r?
J*
!f tt tt X z, y » X, X = #
N tt tt 2 * » 8 - X .
tt tt tt X 8
,
Z = X.
it H tt
2, y.
tt •T tt X *, S - x
to con s ider the sub -eas es a/ , a^ , a, b, , b^
and d^ with all the combinations of sign.

x v -rx +7 = n, ro, r, a even
the curve ig imaginary but has on^ real point, the origin.
Try +y. +y = n, m, r even, s odd
The fern at th# origin is ;>ivon by x +/ 0, at infinity on
the y-axis by x^y^y5 - G. Each of those take two forms according as
r^R and m^s. The form at infinity on the x-axis given by x/ny*+x'w* C
is imaginary. The approximate curves are as follows.
V
W« conclude that the curve has approximately the following forms.
A,J"z As<$ s^rs A/15
x y f-y = n, n even, r, s odd
Th c form at the origin is given by x^+y** o. This takes three
forms according- as r |s. We will omit the case w^icja r < 8 for this
can be transformed to the one in whfch r> sby an interchange of x
and y. The forms at infinity on the x-and ;'-axes ;^iven by xM y"%yf°=
and x y"Vy - respective"! y <^ach take two forms recording- as n$r
and ro^r. These approximate forms are as indicated below. /w<$
A,/rS /y-S ^1>A> H<.A/ *M>S
V

Hence vre conclude that the curve has approximately the following
forms . > ,>
x y -/-x +-y =0 a, r, s even, m odd
The form at the origin given by x *ye » is imaginary . lienor
since the origin is on the curve it is a eongugate point. The form
at infinity on the y-axis given by x^y'? y
s
« has tro forms according
as m^s and the form at infinity on the ^axis given by 2^*y +-x/*«
takes three forms according as clsr.
w
If n = r the asymptote y = - 1 does not intersect the curve in fin-
ite points. The curve is symmetrical with respect to the y-axis.
Hence we conclude that the ourvr haw approximately the following
forms.
7^

/
IIA
xVVx^y8 . n, s even, ra, r odd
"hr form at the origin is given "by x^y8 * 0, at infinity on the
fc-axis by x/My*Vxfl,= and at infinity on the y-axis by //tys = o.
gach of these take two forms as indicated below.
~7
1/
^ <S
I
Hfincp conclude that the curve has approximately the following forms
7c.

n, m, r, s odd
The form at th c> origin x"+y s - depends upon whether r|s. The
case in which r< s can be transformed into the ease in which r > s
by an interchange of x and y. The form at infinity on the x-axis is
given by x*y>x^= and on the y-axia by x^/Vys = 0. ^ach of these
take three forms depending upon the relative ^alue of the exponents.
By an interchange of x and y the three caseti
( 1 ] m - s = r , n > r
(2) m<s, r = s, n>r
( 3 ) m <c s , r = s , n = r
are transformed respectively into the three cases
(1') n= r = s, m > s
(£* ) n < r , r = s, m>s
( 3 1 ) n < r , r = s , m = s
Th^ approximate forms are as follows.
—
I \
\ \\ I
The asymptotes y = - 1 and x = - 1 do not intersect the curve in fin-
ite points in the cases in which n = r and m = s respectively. Hence
we conclude that the curve has approximately the following forms.
77.



*"y
- y «
VII \oj,
n, n a r, s even"
The form at infinity on the x-axis xV+xA= is imaginary. The
forms at the origin and at infinity on the y~axis given by x^- y
5
=
and x y - y
s
= o respectively are an indicated below.
>1>5 As- 5
1 \
\ I
if
)
\
If m = s the asymptotes x = il do not intersect the enrve in any fin-
ite points. Hence we conclude that the curve has approximately the
following forms.
79

This is transformed to Vll^by putting
n, m, r even, s odd
y - y.
VII!
'-7
y ^ rx - y * n, m pvpti, r, s odd
This is transformed to VII by putting y = - y.
x y +x - y « n, r, s evn, m odd
There are three forms at the origin depending upon whether r^s,
three at infinity on the x-axis depending upon whether n^r and two
at infinity on the y-axis depending upon whether m^s. fhese approx-
imate forms are as follows.
>4 > f
J
A \
Hence we conclude that, the curve has approximately the follow in*
forms. yjv
<™>S /
^> s /
/
^ > s /
As - 5 /
no.



X#/Vx"- y*«
This is transformed to VIl/« by putting x
n, s even, m, r odd
y
X Ml X/ a, m, r, s odd
'his is transformed to Vll^/by, putting x
1TTT I •
n, m, r, s even
This is transformed to Y.I I^, by an interchange of x and 7.
x
/
i-y
e
- n, m, r even, s odd
A/ s
The form at the origin g'iven by ± y = 0, the form at infinity
on the x-axis giv^n by X^y - x 7^ anel form at infinity on the y-axis
given by x'*'y /+y S = are as follows.
A/4 S /» -a) /* <A/
f
Hence we conclude that the curve has approximately the following
formo. /H>A)
**n > s
/!/ < S
<w>s
-VP" 5
-W7 < S
-V<S
82.

\TTT '-!,
x y - x f-y *
This becomes Vll/tyby the transformation x
X y - X "fy as o
This becomes Tr II^ "by the transformation y
This is transformed to VIljLby putting x = -
TT TJ
V
TV- X V-V
This becomes Vll^b/ the transformation
A) />/ S ~
x y - x - y
This he come a VHJej by the transformation x
TfTTI ? !
77 IT ' 1 '
47
Thi
x'Y- ys =
becomes VIl^Ay tile transformation x
n, n even, r, d oaa
- x.
n, r, s eA/en, m odd
SB _ V.
n, s even, m; r odd
n, m, r, s odd
n, m, r, s even
Zj z = x
.
n, m, r even, s odd
This becomes VII^J by the transformation y = -
n, m even, r, s odd
83.

riiy
n, r, s even, m odd
This becomes ^Jl^by the transformation y * - y.
This becomes TT^by the transformation y *
VTTV'
n, s even, m, r odd
- y.
x y - x - y = n, m, r, s odd
This becomes yii^Lby the transformation x = - x, y = - y.
84.



